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ABSTRACT 

 

GNOME extensions are a major part of the GNOME experience. These 

extensions add a lot of value to the ecosystem, whether it is to mold the 

GNOME Desktop Environment (DE) to our workflow, to add more 

functionality than there is by default, or simply to freshen up the 

experience. Extensions may make small changes, like moving your clock 

to the right-hand side of the screen, or make big changes, like arranging 

the windows in the Activities Overview in a different way. 

The total number of kanji is well over 50,000, though few if any native 

speakers know anywhere near this number. In modern Japanese, the 

hiragana and katakana syllabaries each contain 46 basic characters, or 71 

including diacritics. With our Kanji of the Day GNOME Extension, we 

wish to help Japanese Language learners to learn a new Kanji every day. 

All they have to do is observe the world around them and enter the English 

known word of that object. Inevitably, they will find themselves having 

learnt a new kanji with a quick search in no time.
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Chapter: 1 

Introduction 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

1.1. Background of Project 

Linux is a free, open source operating system (OS), released under the 

GNU General Public License (GPL). It’s also become the largest open 

source software project in the world, allowing third party users to 

customize their desktop environments among many other applications. 

GNOME Shell is the graphical shell of the GNOME desktop environment 

starting with version 3, which was released on April 6, 2011. It provides 

basic functions like launching applications, switching between windows 

and is also a widget engine. GNOME Shell replaced GNOME Panel and 

some ancillary components of GNOME 2. 

1.2. About GNOME Project 

GNOME, originally an acronym for GNU Network Object Model 

Environment, is a free and open-source desktop environment for Linux 

operating systems. GNOME Shell with GNOME Web (version 41, 

released in September 2021) 

GNOME Project is a community behind the GNOME desktop 

environment and the software platform upon which it is based. It consists 

of all the software developers, artists, writers, translators, other 

contributors, and active users of GNOME.  

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GNOME
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1.3. About GNOME Shell 

GNOME Shell provides core user interface functions for GNOME, like 

switching to windows and launching applications. User interface elements 

provided by GNOME Shell include the Panel at the top of the screen, the 

Activities Overview, and Message Tray at the bottom of the screen. 

GNOME shell takes advantage of the capabilities of modern graphics 

hardware and introduces innovative user interface concepts to provide a 

visually attractive and easy to use experience. 

1.4. About GNOME Shell Extensions 

GNOME Shell Extensions are small pieces of code written by third party 

developers that modify the way GNOME works.  

Since extensions are created outside of the normal GNOME design and 

development process, they are supported by their authors, rather than by 

the GNOME community. Some features first implemented as extensions 

might find their way into future versions of GNOME. 

Extensions may make small changes, like moving our clock to the right-

hand side of the screen, or make big changes, like arranging the windows 

in the Activities Overview in a different way. 

The code in a GNOME Shell extension becomes part of the core operating 

system. For this reason, the potential exists for an extension to cause 

system misbehaviour, crashes, or even to have malicious behaviour like 

spying on the user or displaying unwanted advertisements. All extensions 

uploaded to this site are carefully reviewed for malicious behaviour before 

they are made available for download.  
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1.5. Our Contribution 

We contribute to the GNOME Community with our Kanji of the Day 

GNOME Extension. The total number of kanji is well over 50,000, though 

few if any native speakers know anywhere near this number. In modern 

Japanese, the hiragana and katakana syllabaries each contain 46 basic 

characters, or 71 including diacritics. 

With our Kanji of the Day GNOME Extension, we wish to help Japanese 

Language learners to learn a new Kanji every day. All they have to do is 

observe the world around them and enter the English known word of that 

object. Inevitably, they will find themselves having learnt a new kanji with 

a quick search in no time. 
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1.6. Possible upgrades 

The total number of kanji is well over 50,000. Keeping that in mind, we 

are looking to connect our extension to a collective database of all the 

known kanjis. Thereby, with each upgrade, allowing the database to have 

more data points. 
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Chapter: 2 

Literature Review 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.1. Getting started 

GNOME has a sleek interface, designed to support our work while being 

out of our way when possible. These considerations depend on our 

preferences. Some people want all the graphics and the icons, some want 

to minimize distractions while remembering how to run stuff with 

keyboard shortcuts. A known issue is that GNOME has taken away the 

application menu that is common in other systems. We write extensions for 

GNOME in JavaScript, though there are times when we can link to other 

languages. Because we use JavaScript, we can also use CSS packages such 

as Bootstrap. 

2.2. Why are the extensions changing? 

Any extension is actually adding code to the gnome-shell. Due to this, our 

desktop will crash due to a bad extension so test carefully before trusting 

any code. It is a good idea to remember this both when we are installing 

other people’s extensions and when we are coding yourself. 

2.3. How do we install other people’s extensions? 

Before we decide to make our own extension, it is a good idea to see what 

is already around. This way, we also have an opportunity to check out how 

they are written. The official way to install an extension is to use the 

GNOME extensions webpage. With the help of a plugin, we can control 

our extensions using our browser (Firefox and Chrome). We also have the 

option to download the whole directory tree ourselves. If we do, we need 

https://extensions.gnome.org/local/
https://extensions.gnome.org/local/
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to place the whole thing under our home directory. The files go in its own 

directory under: ‘~/.local/share/gnome-shell/extensions/’. For system 

configurations, we put it in ‘usr/share/gnome-shell/extensions‘, but only 

do that after it is validated and if we are administering the computer for 

many users. We can find many extensions on GitHub and other similar 

sites. In this case, we really must try it under our user, or even a temporary 

user. 

2.4. What has been done before? 

You may wonder what extensions people have designed before us? Some 

interesting ones are; Weather indicator in the taskbar, Pomodoro Timers, 

and systems indicators. You can also find a drawing program Draw on the 

Screen, which you call with Super-Shift-D. Very handy if you want to 

annotate a screenshot. If anything about the GNOME desktop annoys you, 

like a notification you would like to avoid. Look around, most things have 

tweaks in the shape of an extension. The activities button is not appreciated 

by all, so hide it with an extension. You can even get assistance when 

making your tea! 

2.5. The best way to start 

JavaScript is needed to be learnt though other languages can also be used 

for the main logic of the program. The extension will complement the 

gnome-shell code which makes it useful to know enough JavaScript for 

troubleshooting. There are scripts ready to build an extension, use those 

and then look for similar extensions that can be studied to see how they are 

implemented. The official starters documentation is good to get started. 

Firstly, we need to identify what the extension will do. Will it have a drop-

down menu, panel menu or maybe animations. 

 

https://extensions.gnome.org/extension/1683/draw-on-you-screen/
https://extensions.gnome.org/extension/1683/draw-on-you-screen/
https://extensions.gnome.org/extension/1128/hide-activities-button/
https://extensions.gnome.org/extension/604/teatime/
https://wiki.gnome.org/Projects/GnomeShell/Extensions/Writing
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Here is a short breakdown of a few features: 

Clutter – Lays out the graphical components. St – GNOME Toolkit, use 

these to create Boxes, Bins and more. Tweener – Commonly used for 

animations, not part of GNOME. 

These are the three main components that you can use to make an 

extension. The documentation is very technical so look for examples 

wherever you can. The best way to learn is to use one part at a time. 
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Chapter: 3 

GNOME JavaScript (GJS) 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3.1. Development 

3.1.1. Creating 

To get clean view of how an extension functions, we should restart 

GNOME Shell after making changes to the code. For this reason, most 

extension development happens in Xorg/X11 sessions rather than 

Wayland, which requires us to logout and login to restart. 

To restart GNOME Shell in X11, pressing Alt+F2 to open the Run 

Dialog and enter restart (or just r). 

To run new extensions on Wayland we can run a nested gnome-shell 

using dbus-run-session -- gnome-shell --nested --wayland. 

3.1.2. GNOME Extensions Tool 

GNOME Shell ships with a program we can use to create a skeleton 

extension by running gnome-extensions create. 

Instead of passing options on the command line, we can start creating an 

extension interactively: 

1. First choose a name: 

 

2. Second choose a description: 
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3. The last is to choose a UUID for your extension: 

 

3.1.3. Manual Creation 

Start by creating an extension directory, then open the two required files 

in gedit or another editor: 

 

Populate extension.js and metadata.json with the basic requirements, 

remembering that uuid MUST match the directory name of the extension: 

 

Notice that in the example below, we are using three top-level functions 

instead of class like in the example above. 
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3.1.4. Enabling the Extension 

Firstly, we want to ensure we're watching the journal for any errors or 

mistakes we might have made. Users can run journalctl in a terminal to 

watch the output of GNOME Shell and extensions: 

 

Next we'll enable the extension using gnome-extensions enable: 
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To get clean view of how the extension functions after making changes, 

we should either restart GNOME Shell or run a nested session. 

 X11 In X11 sessions, we can restart GNOME Shell by 

pressing Alt+F2 to open the Run Dialog and then enter restart (or 

just r). 

 Wayland On Wayland, the easiest way to test the new extension is 

by running a nested gnome-shell: 

 

After this is done we should see something like the following in the log: 

 

3.2. Debugging 

3.2.1. Basic Debugging 

Basic debugging and logging is an important part of developing any 

software. GJS has a number of built in global functions, although not all of 

them are useful for extensions. 
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3.2.2. Logging 

 

When writing extensions, print() and printerr() are not particularly useful 

since we won't have easy access to gnome-shell's stdin and stderr pipes. 

We should generally use log() and logError() and watch the log in a new 

terminal with journalctl: 
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3.2.3. GJS Console 

Similar to Python, GJS also has a console we can use to test things out. 

However, we will not be able to access live code running in the gnome-

shell process or import JS modules from GNOME Shell, since this a 

separate process. 

 

3.2.4. Recovering from Fatal Errors 

Despite the fact that extensions are written in JavaScript, the code is 

executed in the same process as gnome-shell so fatal programmer errors 

can crash GNOME Shell in a few situations. If the extension crashes 

GNOME Shell as a result of the init() or enable() hooks being called, this 

can leave us unable to log into GNOME Shell. 

How to correct the problem from a TTY: 

1. Switch to free TTY and log in 

We can do so, for example, by pressing Ctrl + Alt + F4. You may have 

to cycle through the F# keys. 

2. Start journalctl  
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3. Switch back to GDM and log in 

After the log in fails, switch back to the TTY running journalctl and see 

if the problem in the code can be determined. If there is, we may be able 

to correct the problem using nano or vim from the command-line. 

If fail to diagnose the problem, or find it easier to review your code in 

a GUI editor, we can simply move the extension directory up one 

directory. This will prevent the extension from being loaded, without 

losing any of our code: 

 

3.3. Preferences 

The preferences dialog are written in Gtk [1], which gives us a lot of 

options for how we present settings to the user.  

 

3.3.1. GSettings 

GSettings [2] open in new window provides a simple, extremely fast API 

for storing application settings that can also be used by GNOME Shell 

extensions. 

https://gjs-docs.gnome.org/gio20-settings/
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3.3.2. Creating the schema 

Schema files describe the types and default values of a particular group of 

settings, using the same type format as GVariant [3]. The first thing to do 

is create a subdirectory for the settings schema and open the schema file in 

the editor: 

 

Then, using your edit, create a schema describing the settings for the 

extension: 

 

In the case of GSchema IDs, it is convention to use the 

above id and path form so that all GSettings for extensions can be found in 

a common place. 

3.3.3. Compiling the schema 

Once done defining the schema, we must compile it before it can be used. 

If we use gnome-extension pack to package the extension, the schemas in 

the schemas directory will automatically be compiled. 

To manually compile the schema: 
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3.3.4. Integrating GSettings 

Now that our GSettings schema is compiled and ready to be used, we'll 

integrate it into our extension: 

const Gio = imports.gi.Gio; 

const St = imports.gi.St; 

 

const ExtensionUtils = imports.misc.extensionUtils; 

const Me = ExtensionUtils.getCurrentExtension(); 

const Main = imports.ui.main; 

const PanelMenu = imports.ui.panelMenu; 

 

 

class Extension { 

    constructor() { 

        this._indicator = null; 

    } 

     

    enable() { 

        log(`enabling ${Me.metadata.name}`); 

 

        this.settings = ExtensionUtils.getSettings( 

            'org.gnome.shell.extensions.example'); 

 

        let indicatorName = `${Me.metadata.name} Indicator`; 

         

        // Create a panel button 

        this._indicator = new PanelMenu.Button(0.0, indicatorName, false); 

         

        // Add an icon 

        let icon = new St.Icon({ 

            gicon: new Gio.ThemedIcon({name: 'face-laugh-symbolic'}), 

            style_class: 'system-status-icon' 

        }); 

        this._indicator.add_child(icon); 

 

        // Bind our indicator visibility to the GSettings value 

        // 

        // NOTE: Binding properties only works with GProperties (properties 

        // registered on a GObject class), not native JavaScript properties 

        this.settings.bind( 

            'show-indicator', 

            this._indicator, 

            'visible', 

            Gio.SettingsBindFlags.DEFAULT 

        ); 

 

        Main.panel.addToStatusArea(indicatorName, this._indicator); 
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    } 

     

    disable() { 

        log(`disabling ${Me.metadata.name}`); 

 

        this._indicator.destroy(); 

        this._indicator = null; 

    } 

} 

 

 

function init() { 

    log(`initializing ${Me.metadata.name}`); 

     

    return new Extension(); 

} 

 

Now save extension.js and restart GNOME Shell to load the changes to the 

extension. 

3.3.5. Preferences Window 

Now that we have GSettings for our extension, we will give the use some 

control by creating a simple preference dialog. Start by creating 

the prefs.js file and opening it in your text editor: 

 

Then we create a simple preferences row with a switch to control our 

settings: 

'use strict'; 

 

const { Adw, Gio, Gtk } = imports.gi; 

 

const ExtensionUtils = imports.misc.extensionUtils; 

const Me = ExtensionUtils.getCurrentExtension(); 

 

 

function init() { 

} 

 

function fillPreferencesWindow(window) { 

    // Use the same GSettings schema as in `extension.js` 

    const settings = ExtensionUtils.getSettings( 

        'org.gnome.shell.extensions.example'); 

     

    // Create a preferences page and group 
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    const page = new Adw.PreferencesPage(); 

    const group = new Adw.PreferencesGroup(); 

    page.add(group); 

 

    // Create a new preferences row 

    const row = new Adw.ActionRow({ title: 'Show Extension Indicator' }); 

    group.add(row); 

 

    // Create the switch and bind its value to the `show-indicator` key 

    const toggle = new Gtk.Switch({ 

        active: settings.get_boolean ('show-indicator'), 

        valign: Gtk.Align.CENTER, 

    }); 

    settings.bind( 

        'show-indicator', 

        toggle, 

        'active', 

        Gio.SettingsBindFlags.DEFAULT 

    ); 

 

    // Add the switch to the row 

    row.add_suffix(toggle); 

    row.activatable_widget = toggle; 

 

    // Add our page to the window 

    window.add(page); 

} 

 

To test the new preferences dialog, we can launch it directly from the 

command line: 
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The extension should be kept up to date with any changes that happen, 

because of the binding in extension.js watching for changes. 

3.3.6. Debugging 

Because preferences are not run within gnome-shell but in a separate 

process, the logs will appear in the gjs process: 

 

3.4. Translations 

Gettext [4] is a localization framework for writing multi-lingual 

applications that can also be used in GNOME Shell extensions. 

Preparing an extension for Gettext allows users to contribute localized 

translations. 

3.4.1. Preparing an Extension 

Start by creating a po directory for the translation template and translated 

languages: 

 

3.4.2. Initializing Translations 

Extension must be configured to initialize translations when it's loaded. 

This only has to be done once, so the init() function 

in extension.js (and prefs.js) is the perfect place to do this: 
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3.4.3. Marking Strings for Translation 

We also need to tell Gettext what strings need to be translated. Gettext 

functions retrieve the translation during run-time, but also mark strings as 

translatable for the scanner. 

 gettext() 

This function is the most commonly used function, and is passed a single 

string. 

 ngettext() 

This function is the other function you are likely to use, and is meant for 

strings that may or may not be plural like "1 Apple" and "2 Apples". 

The format() function is available for all strings, but should only be used 

with ngettext(). In all other cases we should use JavaScript's Template 

Literals [5].  

const Gettext = imports.gettext; 

const St = imports.gi.St; 

 

const ExtensionUtils = imports.misc.extensionUtils; 

const Me = ExtensionUtils.getCurrentExtension(); 

const Main = imports.ui.main; 

const PanelMenu = imports.ui.panelMenu; 

 

 

// This creates an object with functions for marking strings as translatable. 

// You must pass the same domain as `ExtensionUtils.initTranslations()`. 

https://developer.mozilla.org/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Template_literals
https://developer.mozilla.org/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Template_literals
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const Domain = Gettext.domain(Me.metadata.uuid); 

 

// These are the two most commonly used Gettext functions. The `gettext()` 

// function is often aliased as `_()` 

const _ = Domain.gettext; 

const ngettext = Domain.ngettext; 

 

 

class Extension { 

    constructor() { 

        this._indicator = null; 

        this._count = 0; 

    } 

     

    _showNotification() { 

        this._count += 1; 

         

        // A regular translatable string is marked with the `_()` function 

        let title = _('A Notification'); 

         

        // A "countable" string is marked with the `ngettext()` function 

        let body = ngettext( 

            'You have been notified %d time', 

            'You have been notified %d times', 

            this._count 

        ).format(this._count); 

         

        Main.notify(title, body); 

    } 

     

    enable() { 

        let indicatorName = `${Me.metadata.name} Indicator`; 

         

        // Create a panel button 

        this._indicator = new PanelMenu.Button(0.0, indicatorName, false); 

         

        // Add an icon 

        let icon = new St.Icon({ 

            icon_name: 'face-laugh-symbolic', 

            style_class: 'system-status-icon' 

        }); 

        this._indicator.add_child(icon); 

         

        // Add a menu item that shows a notification. 

        this._indicator.menu.addAction( 

            _('Show Notification'), 

            this._showNotification.bind(this) 

        ); 

 

        // Add the indicator to the panel 

        Main.panel.addToStatusArea(indicatorName, this._indicator); 

    } 

     

    disable() { 

        log(`disabling ${Me.metadata.name}`); 

 

        this._indicator.destroy(); 

        this._indicator = null; 

    } 

} 
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function init() { 

    log(`initializing ${Me.metadata.name}`); 

     

    // ExtensionUtils has a convenient function for doing this 

    ExtensionUtils.initTranslations(Me.metadata.uuid); 

     

    return new Extension(); 

} 

 

3.4.4. Scanning for Translatable Strings 

Gettext uses a POT file (portable object template) to store a list of all the 

translatable strings. We can generate the POT file by scanning the 

extension's source code with xgettext: 

 

Translators can use the .pot file to create a .po file translated for their 

language with a program like Gtranslator [6] or POEdit [7]. 

3.4.5. Packing an Extension with Translations 

Using the gnome-extensions tool makes it easy to compile and include the 

translations with the extension. Simply pass the relative directory po to 

the --podir option when packing the extension: 

 

3.5. Targeting Older GNOME Versions 

GNOME's code evolves between each release, and extensions using this 

code need to be updated accordingly. While easier to support only one 

GNOME version in an extension, it is possible to also support older 

GNOME versions within the same code base. 
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3.5.1. Declaring Support 

In the metadata.json file, add all the GNOME Shell versions supported in 

the shell-version field. 

 

3.5.2. Feature Detection 

Testing if a method exists before using it: 

 

Or using try…catch: 
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3.5.3. Version Number Detection 

When a feature was introduced or a part of the code updated, we can adapt 

to these changes by targeting specific version numbers. It is possible to 

browse older code on the Shell’s GitLab [8] by changing the tag. 

Prior to version 40, GNOME Shell used 3.xx version numbers, even minor 

number denoting a stable release. 

 

3.5.4. GTK Version 

Starting from GNOME 40, the preferences dialog uses GTK4, while older 

versions use GTK3. There has been some changes between the two 

versions, please refer to the GTK4 migration guide [9] for an overview. 

If  need different code, it is possible to check the current GTK version: 
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3.5.5. buildPrefsWidget() 

Prior to version 42, the prefs.js needed a buildPrefsWidget function, 

returing a GtkWidget to be inserted in the preferences dialog. 

 

It is still possible to use this function in the current version of GNOME. 

The fillPreferencesWindow function will have priority, so we can have 

different widgets for versions older than 42. Useful if we want to use 

Libadwaita widgets on current versions, and only GTK widgets on older 

versions. 
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Chapter: 4 

Overview 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4.1. Anatomy of an Extension 

Whether we're downloading from a repository (eg. GitHub, GitLab) or 

installing from the GOME Extensions Website, extensions are distributed 

as Zip files with only two required files: metadata.json and extension.js. 

Once unpacked and installed the extension is in one of two places: 
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A more complete, zipped extension usually looks like this: 

 

4.2. metadata.json 

metadata.json is a required file of every extension. It contains basic 

information about the extension such as its UUID, name and description. 

Below is a minimal example: 

 

There are a number of other, optional fields that metadata.json may 

contain. Below is a complete example, demonstrating all current possible 

fields: 
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These fields should be pretty self-explanatory, with some simple rules: 

Required Fields 

4.2.1. uuid 

This field is a globally-unique identifier for your extension, made of two 

parts separated by @. Each part must only container letters, numbers, 

period (.), underscore (_) and hyphen (-). 

The first part should be a short string like "click-to-focus". The second part 

must be some namespace under your control, such as username.github.io. 

Common examples are - 

click-to-focus@username.github.io and adblock@account.gmail.com. 

An extension's files must be installed to a folder with the same name 

as uuid to be recognized by GNOME Shell: 

 

4.2.2. name 

This field should be a short, descriptive string like "Click To Focus", 

"Adblock" or "Shell Window Shrinker". 
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4.2.3. description 

This field should be a relatively short description of the extension's 

function. If you need to, you can insert line breaks and tabs by using 

the \n and \t escape sequences 

4.2.4. shell-version 

This field is an array of strings describing the GNOME Shell versions that 

an extension supports. It must include at least one entry or the extension 

will be uninstallable. 

For versions up to and including GNOME 3.38, this should have a major 

and minor component such as "3.38". Starting with GNOME 40, it should 

simply be the major version, such as "40" or "41". 

Note that GNOME Shell has a configuration setting, disable-extension-

version-validation, which controls whether unsupported extensions can be 

loaded. Before GNOME 40 this was true by default (users could install 

extensions regardless of the shell-version), but because of the major 

changes it is now false by default. 

4.2.5. url 

This field is a URL for an extension, which should almost always be a git 

repository where the code can be found and issues can be reported. 

It is required for extensions submitted to https://extensions.gnome.org/ to 

have a valid URL. 

4.2.6. version 

This field is the version of your extension, as known to the GNOME 

Extensions website, and MUST be a whole number like 1. It is not a 

semantic version like 1.1 or a string like "1". 
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This version is automatically incremented by the GNOME Extensions 

website with each submission, but many extension developers choose to 

match their release versions with this. 

Optional Fields 

4.2.7. gettext-domain 

This field is a Gettext translation domain, used by 

the ExtensionUtils.initTranslations() convenience method to create a 

object with methods for marking and retrieving string translations in an 

extension. 

The domain should be unique to your extension and the easiest choice is to 

use the UUID from your extension, such as example@gjs.guide. 

4.2.8. settings-schema 

This field is a Gio.SettingsSChema, used by 

the ExtensionUtils.getSettings() convenience method to create 

a Gio.Settings object for an extension. 

By convention, the schema ID for extensions all start with the 

string org.gnome.shell.extensions with the extension ID as a unique 

identifier, such as org.gnome.shell.extensions.example. 
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4.2.9. sessions-modes 

This field is an array of strings describing the GNOME Shell session modes 

that the extension supports. Almost all extensions will only use 

the user session mode, which is the default if this field is not present. 

The current possible session modes are: 

 user 

Extensions that specify this key run during active user sessions. If no other 

session modes are specified, the extension will be enabled when the session 

is unlocked and disabled when it locks. 

 unlock-dialog 

Extensions that specify this key are allowed to run, or keep running, on the 

lock screen. 

 gdm 

Extensions that specify this key are allowed to run, or keep running, on the 

login screen. This session mode is only available for system extensions that 

are enabled for the "gdm" user. 

Extensions that want to support other session modes must provide a 

justification to be approved during review for distribution from the 

GNOME Extensions website. 

4.3. extension.js 

extension.js is a required file of every extension. It is the core of your 

extension and contains the function 

hooks init(), enable() and disable() used by GNOME Shell to load, enable 

and disable your extension. 
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// This is a handy import we'll use to grab our extension's object 

const ExtensionUtils = imports.misc.extensionUtils; 

const Me = ExtensionUtils.getCurrentExtension(); 

 

 

class Extension { 

    constructor() { 

    } 

     

    /** 

     * This function is called when your extension is enabled, which could be 

     * done in GNOME Extensions, when you log in or when the screen is unlocked. 

     * 

     * This is when you should setup any UI for your extension, change existing 

     * widgets, connect signals or modify GNOME Shell's behaviour. 

     */ 

    enable() { 

        log(`enabling ${Me.metadata.name}`); 

    } 

     

 

    /** 

     * This function is called when your extension is uninstalled, disabled in 

     * GNOME Extensions, when you log out or when the screen locks. 

     * 

     * Anything you created, modifed or setup in enable() MUST be undone here. 

     * Not doing so is the most common reason extensions are rejected in review! 

     */ 

    disable() { 

        log(`disabling ${Me.metadata.name}`); 

    } 

} 

 

 

/** 

 * This function is called once when your extension is loaded, not enabled. This 

 * is a good time to setup translations or anything else you only do once. 

 * 

 * You MUST NOT make any changes to GNOME Shell, connect any signals or add any 

 * MainLoop sources here. 

 * 

 * @param {ExtensionMeta} meta - An extension meta object, described below. 

 * @returns {Object} an object with enable() and disable() methods 

 */ 

function init(meta) { 

    log(`initializing ${meta.metadata.name}`); 

     

    return new Extension(); 

} 

 

There is an alternate pattern which uses top-level functions instead of an 

Extension() object. You are welcome to use whichever pattern best suits 

you. 
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4.3.1. Extension Meta Object 

An object describing the extension and various properties is available for 

extensions to use. This is passed to the init() function when an extension 

is loaded and can be retrieved  by calling - 

ExtensionUtils.getCurrentExtension() 
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4.4. prefs.js 

prefs.js is used to build a Gtk widget that will be inserted into a window 

and be used as the preferences dialog for your extension. If this file is not 

present, there will simply be no preferences button in GNOME Extensions 

or on https://extensions.gnome.org/local/. 

Something that's important to understand: 

 The code in extension.js is executed in the same process as gnome-

shell 

Here you will have access to live code running in GNOME Shell, but fatal 

errors or mistakes will affect the stablity of the desktop. It also means you 

will be using the Clutter [10] and St [11] toolkits, although you may still 

use utility functions and classes from Gtk. 

 The code in prefs.js will be executed in a separate Gtk process 

Here you will not have access to code running in GNOME Shell, but fatal 

errors or mistakes will be contained within that process. In this process you 

will be using the Gtk toolkit, not Clutter. 

You can open the preferences dialog for your extension manually 

with gnome-extensions prefs: 

 

4.5. stylesheet.css 

stylesheet.css is CSS stylesheet which can apply custom styles to your St 

widgets in extension.js or GNOME Shell as a whole. For example, if you 

had the following widgets: 

https://extensions.gnome.org/local/
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Chapter: 5 

Architecture 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

This is an overview of GNOME Shell's architecture, from the perspective 

of GNOME Shell extensions. It is intended to help clarify how extensions 

fit into the larger picture. 

5.1. Overview 

 

 

5.2. Clutter and St 

Unlike most GNOME applications, Mutter and GNOME Shell are both 

built on the Clutter toolkit which is more abstract than Gtk. 

Clutter widgets are called Actors and have all the basic properties and 

signals you would expect from a base widget. Actors can contain other 

actors using several layout managers and have built-in support for 

animations and other effects. 
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St builds on Clutter to provide more complex widgets like buttons, icons, 

text entries and scrollable areas. It also adds support for CSS so the style 

of widgets can be changed programmatically or from a stylesheet. 

5.3. Mutter 

In Wayland sessions Mutter implements the compositor side of the 

Wayland protocol, while in X11 sessions it serves as the window manager 

and compositing manager. 

For GNOME Shell extensions, the Meta import gives access to displays, 

workspaces, windows, clipboard selections and more. 

5.4. Shell 

Shell provides a number of utilities and classes, including the global object. 

Just as Meta is the library API for Mutter, Shell is effectively the library of 

GNOME Shell itself. 

5.5. JavaScript 

Like most of the GNOME API, the libraries described above are all 

written in C. They are made available to GJS by GObject-Introspection, 

which provides metadata for language bindings and is also used to 

generate the GNOME API documentation. 

GNOME Shell's JavaScript codebase uses these libraries to create the 

user interface you interact with every day, organized into modules. A 

number of these modules are re-used throughout GNOME Shell and are 

commonly used in extensions: 

 PopopMenu 

Used to build the popup menus, menu items and submenus found 

throughout GNOME Shell. 
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 Dialog & ModalDialog 

Used for various dialogs such as the Run Dialog, Authentication Dialog 

and more. 

 PanelMenu 

Used for panel indicators and user menu entries like Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, 

Power and more 

5.6. Extensions 

GNOME Shell extensions can use or modify anything described above, 

much like GNOME Shell's JavaScript itself. Once an extension is loaded 

and enabled, it effectively becomes a part of GNOME Shell. 

This means extensions can: 

 Use Mutter to control displays, workspaces and windows 

 Use Clutter & St to create new UI elements 

 Use JavaScript modules to create new UI elements 

 Use any other library supporting GObject-Introspection 

 Access and modify any internal GNOME Shell code 

5.7. Imports and Modules 

It's common for larger extensions or extensions with discrete components 

to separate code into modules. You can put code to be imported into .js files 

and import them in extension.js, prefs.js or each other. 

If placed in example@shell.gnome.org/exampleLib.js the script above 

would be available as Me.imports.exampleLib. If it was in a subdirectory, 

such as example@shell.gnome.org/modules/exampleLib.js, you would 

access it as Me.imports.modules.exampleLib. 
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Many of the elements in GNOME Shell like panel buttons, popup menus 

and notifications are built from reusable classes and functions. These 

common elements are the closest GNOME Shell has in terms of stable 

public API. Here are a few links to some commonly used modules. 

 js/misc/extensionUtils.js 

 js/ui/modalDialog.js 

 js/ui/panelMenu.js 

 js/ui/popupMenu.js 

You can browse around in the js/ui/ folder or any other JavaScript file 

under js/ for more code to be reused. Notice the path structure in the links 

above and how they compare to the imports below: 

 

5.8. Updates and Breakage 

It is very common to hear questions and complaints about why extensions 

break or otherwise stop working when GNOME Shell is updated. This page 

is intended to help users understand what is done to try to prevent it, why 

it still happens sometimes and what tools developers can use to avoid it. 

It is important to understand that all developers are users and that GNOME 

developers are not oblivious or unsympathetic to these problems. Many of 

the most popular third-party extensions like AppIndicator, Dash-to-Dock, 

GSConnect and JustPerfection are developed and maintained by GNOME 

Foundation members. 
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5.8.1. Why Extensions Break 

Unfortunately there are number of misinformed explanations that circulate 

in the community about how and why extensions break. It is not always 

clear the extent of problems that extensions can cause or why some 

extensions seem to break with each stable release while others remain 

largely unaffected. 

5.8.2. What Can Go Wrong 

In the best case, an extension will throw an error while being loaded, before 

it makes any changes to the desktop. GNOME Shell can then prevent it 

from being enabled, which is when extensions start executing code that 

affects the user's experience. If an error occurs while being enabled the 

extension may be stopped from causing further problems, but any damage 

already done cannot be undone. 

Once enabled, extensions can cause problems that vary in both visibility 

and severity. They could be immediately obvious to the user, like features 

in the extension itself that don't work or they could break built-in features 

like the ability to open the overview. They could also cause problems that 

are harder to identify or intermittent, like breaking calendar events and 

alarms. 

In the worst case, extensions can crash the desktop resulting in data loss 

and other serious side-effects. These more serious problems are rare, in part 

because of preventative measures like locking extension releases to 

GNOME Shell releases and the manual review process. As the extensions 

community has grown, we have also improved our collective skills and 

understanding of best practices. 
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5.8.3. Monkey-patching 

It is fairly well known that extensions work by way of patching GNOME 

Shell during runtime; a process commonly referred to as monkey-patching. 

However, there are actually two fairly distinct ways these patches work. 

In the more invasive approach, existing code is replaced or modified in a 

way that relies on the internal code of classes and functions to remain the 

same. This allows for very new and different ideas to be realized by third-

party developers, often resulting in an exciting and novel user-experience. 

The risk is that extensions using this method can be broken by a new 

release, even when the API of JavaScript classes and functions has 

remained the same. 

In the less invasive approach, new UI elements such as panel buttons, menu 

items and dialogs are simply added to the existing code base without 

changing the underlying code base. These simple additions can add useful 

functionality and present information from external programs, but come 

with very little risk of breaking between releases. 

5.8.4. Lack of a Stable API 

The most common reaction to extensions breaking is to cite the lack of a 

stable API, specifically for extensions. Requests for such an API probably 

stem from the belief that for GNOME Shell "extension" is just another 

name for "plugin" or "add-on". In reality, extensions are simply patches 

that are applied when they are enabled and reverted when they are 

disabled. 

The fact that extensions are patches means that there is no way to prevent 

an extension from patching and breaking any API that could be devised. 

Assuming for a moment that extensions were not patches, most extension 
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developers agree that no such API could provide them the freedom and 

power they need. The authors of our community's most beloved extensions 

have come to this same conclusion. 

Of course, GNOME Shell implements a number of well-defined APIs like 

those for notifications, media players and the many portals used by Flatpak 

applications. What makes these APIs different from a hypothetical 

Extension API is that each one is specialized for a particular purpose. In 

contrast, the extension system must be extremely generalized to allow 

developers the ability to make simple additions or explore entirely new and 

complex user experiences. 

5.8.5. How Problems Are Prevented 

After an update to GNOME Shell, it is not always clear why an extension 

has stopped working. In some cases an extension is not loaded because it 

does not support the new version, while in other cases it fails to load or 

has broken functionality because something changed it relies on. 

5.8.6. Supported Versions 

Every extension includes a metadata.json file which includes a list of 

GNOME Shell versions that the developer has tested and officially 

supports. GNOME Shell has a built-in setting that determines if it will 

check this list of supported versions or if it will just load the extension 

unconditionally. 

Starting with GNOME 3.22, this check was disabled because most 

extensions were not breaking and it therefore had little benefit for users 

while being fairly inconvenient. About five years later, it was agreed that 

this setting should be re-enabled due to the significant changes in 

GNOME 40 and the risk that untested extensions would compromise 

desktop stability. 
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With this check enabled, users that install extensions from the 

official GNOME Extensions website can be confident that they have been 

tested by the developer for their version of GNOME and carefully 

reviewed by experienced volunteers. 

5.8.7. What Developers Can Do 

The reason some extensions rarely break is usually because they take 

advantage of the stable library APIs that GNOME Shell itself is built on. 

Some developers also increase their success rate by using tools like ESLint 

or TypeScript to improve their development experience. 

5.8.8. Use GNOME Platform API’s 

GNOME Shell is built on top of a stack of stable libraries, sometimes called 

the GNOME Platform libraries.  

The core platform provided by GLib, GObject and GIO is extremely stable. 

The Clutter, Mutter, St and Shell libraries are quite stable, but not entirely 

free from change. This is simply a reality of technologies like JavaScript, 

Wayland, and application sandboxing progressing at a rapid rate. 

In spite of these rare exceptions, GJS considers backwards compatibility 

and stability a primary goal. By resisting the temptation to subclass widgets 

and override class methods, most changes to internal code become 

irrelevant to the average extension developer. JavaScript also makes it 

quite easy to look before you leap, allowing you to adjust to problems that 

many compiled languages suffer from. 
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5.8.9. Use JavaScript Development Tools 

Although development tools specifically created for GNOME Shell and 

GJS are still lacking, the JavaScript ecosystem is quite well developed. 

Linters, transpiled languages like TypeScript and IDEs already exist that 

can make development far less error-prone. In some cases, it may also be 

possible to run automated unit tests on portions of code. 

GJS and GNOME Shell both have well-tested ESLint configurations that 

you can use to statically analyze your code. These can do much more than 

just keep your code pretty like identifying logical errors, races in 

asynchronous code and a large number of other mistakes commonly made 

in JavaScript. 

A number of extensions have also started using TypeScript to make 

developement quicker and less error-prone. As GJS gains better support 

for modern JavaScript standards like ESM (ECMAScript Modules) and 

other features, more related tooling will become available. 

While development of a GNOME OS based testing system continues, it 

may already be possible for some developers to perform unit tests on their 

extensions. It is still difficult to run GNOME Shell in a container to run 

user-interface tests, however code that can be separated from GNOME 

Shell libraries can be tested with frameworks like Jasmine and others 

5.9. Session Modes 

Session modes are environment states of GNOME Shell. For example, 

when a user is logged in and using their desktop the Shell is in 

the user mode. 

Since GNOME 42, extensions have the option of operating in other session 

modes, such as the unlock-dialog mode when the screen is locked.  
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5.10. Example Usage 

Here is an example of a metadata.json for an extension that can run in the 

regular user mode and continue running in the unlock-dialog mode, when 

the screen is locked. 

 

Like standard extensions, the extension will be enabled when the user logs 

in and logs out, but won't be disabled when the screen locks. 

Extensions that continue running on the lock screen will usually want to 

disable UI elements when the session is locked, while continuing to operate 

in the background. 

5.11. Port Extensions to GNOME Shell 42 

GNOME Shell 42 added the support for "session-modes" in metadata.json. 

"session-modes" value is array of strings with these possible values: 
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 session-modes" defaults to "user" when it is not presented 

in metadata.json. So you don't need to add "session-modes" if you 

don't need it. 

 Only system extensions (located in /usr/share/gnome-

shell/extensions/) can use "gdm" in their session mode. 

 Extensions with "session-modes" can only pass the EGO reviews if 

they meet the review guidelines requirements related to the session 

modes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://gjs.guide/extensions/review-guidelines/review-guidelines.html#session-modes
https://gjs.guide/extensions/review-guidelines/review-guidelines.html#session-modes
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